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Southeast Division preview: Hawks still far ahead of the pack 

 By Deantae Prince 

Almost every team in the Southeast Division has reached its own version of a crossroads. With big 

contract and coaching decisions in the near future, this season will figure largely into how these teams 

move going forward. For the moment, there are solid teams with professional players up near the top 

and growing teams with undeveloped talent near the bottom. In short, everyone is good but no one is 

great. 

This is a problem for teams that have reached about as high a perch as can be expected from their 

current rosters, and that statement applies to most of the division. The Hawks, Heat and Wizards are all 

led by All-Star performers, but it's hard to pick out one that can contend for the East and actually give 

the West a run for its money in the NBA Finals, a feat that would first require a team to take down 

the Cavaliers or Bulls. So similar to most in the East, the Southeast Division is made up of teams playing 

for the postseason but not necessarily a title. 

But how do all five teams look heading into 2015–16? Let's dive into our season preview.  

• Atlantic Division preview: Can anyone challenge the Raptors? 

1. Hawks 

2014–15 results: 60–22 | Lost in conference finals 

Outlook: One year later and one key starter down, the Hawks remain one of the favorites to compete 

against Cleveland in the Eastern Conference. And while there is an obvious chasm between the two—as 

illustrated in last year's postseason—Atlanta retains much of a team that won 60 games last 

season. DeMarre Carrollis off to Toronto, but Tiago Splitter will fill that empty slot and move Atlanta 

into more of a traditional lineup at times, with franchise stalwart Al Horford playing some power 

forward before he hits free agency. Small roster shuffles aside, the Hawks are still one of the surest bets 

in the East. 

Best case: With much of their roster still intact, the Hawks use their team-first approach to play well 

enough to meet the Cavaliers in the Eastern Conference finals. 

Worst case: Disrupted by the departure of DeMarre Carroll, Atlanta fails to recapture its 2014–15 form 

and regresses to the middle of the East. 

2. Heat 

2014–15 results: 37–45 | Did not make playoffs 

Outlook: No one truly knows what to expect from Miami. It's hard to forecast howChris Bosh will play 

after missing 40 games with blood clots, or whetherDwyane Wade's one-year deal will motivate him to 

play harder. There are more questions than answers at this point and one major qualifier: the Heat are 

as good as anyone when healthy. Now, the question is whether Bosh, Wade and Josh McRoberts can 

each put together a healthy season and compete with the Cavaliers, Bulls and Hawks in the East. They 

certainly have the talent and coaching to do so. 


